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English literature is an enjoyable and exciting 
subject to study at university. At Bristol, you 
will join a department that prides itself on the 
close relationship between research staff and 
undergraduates, and which puts small group 
teaching at the heart of its degree. Our Department 
of English has a distinguished history in the field of 
literary studies and is consistently ranked as one of 
the top departments in the UK.

You will enter a demanding three-year course, 
during which your time will be divided equally 
between studying the larger movements of English 
literature, from the medieval period to the present 
day, and studying particular authors or topics 
chosen by yourself. 95%

of students agree staff make 
the subject interesting (National 
Student Survey 2013)

The diversity of the department’s 
approaches to teaching is an integral part 
of its success. Lectures are structured to 
run alongside tutorials and seminars. They 
address topics and authors pertinent to 
the period of study, complementing and 
expanding the knowledge gained through 
weekly reading. It is also a chance to 
observe academics in action. 

Anouska 
BA English 2013

Why study English at Bristol? 
Many people take the activity of reading for 
granted, but it is one of the most difficult and 
exciting things we do. Reading literature allows us 
to question our worlds and to realise the limits of 
our understanding. An English degree from Bristol 
explores literary studies as a serious yet enjoyable 
academic discipline, and promotes an awareness 
of how much may be gained through dialogue with 
other disciplines in the University and beyond. 
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• Dangerous Books
• Darkest London
• 18th-century Women’s Writing
• The Fairy Tale in English
• Freud and Shakespeare
• Gender, Desire and the Renaissance Stage
• Literature and Medicine
• Literature and the Sea
• Modernism and the Body
• Modern Medievalisms
• New England’s Dreaming
• Place in Victorian and Recent Fiction
• The Poet as Witness
• Poetry of the 1960s
• Post-colonial Imaginings
• Revenge Tragedy
• Shakespeare’s Sonnets
• Travellers’ Tales
• The Uncanny
• U.S. Postmodernist Fiction
• Victorian Afterlives
• War Stories: Women Writers and Conflict
• Writing the Self
• Writing the Working Classes

Dissertation
In year three you may substitute a dissertation for 
a special subject unit. The dissertation is an essay 
of 6,500-8,000 words on a subject of your choice, 

Single Honours courses
BA English, three years  Q300
BA English Literature and Community  
Engagement (direct entry, part-time only)

Joint Honours courses
BA English and Classical Studies,  
three years  QQ38
BA English and Philosophy, three years  QV35
BA Film and English, three years  6T3X
BA Theatre and English, three years  4CC8
 
Year one of the BA English course has been 
designed to lay strong foundations for the 
following years. In years two and three, the study 
of successive periods of English literature is 
combined with work on individual authors and 
topics, chosen from a list of optional special 
subject units. This combination of compulsory 
and optional units allows you to follow your own 
interests while also gaining a sense of the full 
history of English literature and English studies. 
Four units are studied in each year of the course, 
two at a time.

First year
• Approaches to Poetry
• Critical Issues
• Approaches to Shakespeare
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What will I study?
•  Contemporary Writing or Introduction to  

Old English or open unit.

Second year
• Literature 1 (1200-1500)
• Literature 2 (1500-1700)
• Two special subject units.

Third year
• Literature 3 (1700-1830)
• Literature 4 (1830-1945)
•  Two special subject units or special subject unit 

and dissertation.

Special subjects
You can choose from a wide range of special 
subject units in years two and three. Every effort is 
made to allow you to take your first choice of units.

Examples of special subjects (these may change 
from year to year):
• Aesthetic Possibilities
• American Masculinities
• Arthurian Literature
• Beats and Crazies
• Black British Literature
• Creative Writing
• Contemporary Literature and Science
• Contemporary Multi-ethnic Writing of America

approved by the department. This applies to Single 
and Joint Honours English courses.

Teaching Methods
We teach in a variety of settings. You will attend 
tutorials – small groups of approximately six to 
eight students meeting weekly and lasting for one 
hour; seminars – larger discussion groups of up 
to 15 students meeting weekly for two hours and 
where special subjects are taught; and lectures 
– these are normally delivered in one of the main 
lecture theatres and last for 50 minutes.

The core of the degree at Bristol is small-group 
teaching, because we believe that this best allows 
us to support your individual response to the 
course. You are encouraged to become a critical 
reader and to develop your own sense of what 
you believe literature to be – refusing to simply 
accept received critical opinion unthinkingly, while 
acknowledging the need to understand previous 
scholarly debates.

Assessment
All units require you to write a specified number of 
essays; some units also require short examinations.
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Entrance requirements
Typical offer for BA English 
Please visit bristol.ac.uk/ug15-english for Joint 
Honours and other qualifications
A-levels A*AA (contextual offer AAB†) including 
English Literature or combined English Literature 
and Language
IB Diploma 38 points overall (contextual offer 
35†) with 6, 6, 6 at Higher level including English
Access Pass Access to HE Diploma with at least 
30 credits at Distinction and 15 credits at Merit. 
Additional written work may be required.
English Language Profile A*
GCSEs No specific subjects required
Selection UCAS or Common Application. We 
may interview mature applicants and applicants 
with non-standard qualifications.
Part-time study Six years with daytime, 
weekday teaching
Deferred entry Considered 
*For details of English language profiles  
please visit bristol.ac.uk/study/
undergraduate/language-requirements 
†For information on contextual offers please 
visit bristol.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/
apply/#typical-contextual-offers

The development of a broad range of 
communication skills and evaluative techniques 
that an English degree provides is considered very 
favourably by employers. Recent Bristol English 
graduates have been successful in obtaining 
employment in the media, journalism, publishing, 
the theatre, arts administration and various kinds 
of teaching, as well as in industry, commerce, law, 
computing, accountancy, human resources and 
social work. Some have even written successful 
novels, plays and poems.

Bristol itself, designated as one of the UK’s 
‘Centres of Cultural Excellence’, is a vibrant city in 
which to live and work, and many of our students 
stay on to work here after graduating.

What are my career prospects? Making your application 
English is a particularly popular course, and our 
students have an excellent academic record. 
Selection is usually based on your UCAS 
application, though we may interview mature 
applicants or those with unusual qualifications;  
we might also request some written work.

Your personal statement should demonstrate 
your interest in the subject, and your command 
of written English. We want to hear, in your own 
words, an account of the books and features of 
literature that you have found most interesting and 
enjoyable, and why. You might also like to tell us 
about any extracurricular activities you undertake 
or non-academic achievements, particularly if they 
relate to your chosen course.

Further information 
FInd out more about the Department of English: 
bristol.ac.uk/english. 
 

£24k
our graduates earn starting 
salaries up to this amount*
*Destination of Leavers from Higher Education survey 2011/12
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The information contained in this leaflet is correct at the time of 
printing (June 2014). Courses and facilities are liable to alter  
or be withdrawn at the University’s discretion.

If you need all or part of this 
publication in an alternative format 
please contact Customer Relations 
and Student Marketing
Tel +44 (0)117 331 7019 
Email ug-publications@bristol.ac.uk 

Contacts

Undergraduate Admissions Office 
Tel +44 (0)117 928 8147 
Fax +44 (0)117 331 7391 
Email arts-ug-admissions@bristol.ac.uk

Accommodation Office 
Tel +44 (0)117 954 6640 
Email accom-office@bristol.ac.uk 
bristol.ac.uk/accommodation

Disability Services 
Tel +44 (0)117 331 0444 
Email disability-services@bristol.ac.uk  
bristol.ac.uk/disability-services

International Advice and Support 
Tel +44 (0)117 331 8572 
Email os-as@bristol.ac.uk  
bristol.ac.uk/international-office

Student Funding Office 
Tel +44 (0)117 331 7972 
Email student-funding@bristol.ac.uk  
bristol.ac.uk/studentfunding

University guide to the city of Bristol 
bristol.ac.uk/citybristol

Undergraduate study website 
bristol.ac.uk/ug-study 

 Follow us on Twitter:  
 @ChooseBristolUG

 Become a Bristol VIP to receive  
 information tailored to your interests:  
 bristol.ac.uk/vip 
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